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Abstract: - An important problem in studying the sloped rocket launch is to determine the oscillations and 

their effects on the initial conditions of the rocket path. This phenomenon influences the stability of the 

launching device and the firing precision. We suppose that the launching device and the moving rocket form a 

complex oscillating system that join together a sum of rigid bodies bound by elastic elements (the vehicle 

chassis, the tilting platform and the rockets in the containers). The article presents a general mathematical 

model that consists of a nonlinear differential equations system with variable coefficients. The system allows 

calculating the oscillations of the launching device during firing, evaluating the dynamic stability and also 

computing more accurately the rocket movement elements during launch.  
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1   Introduction 
The study of launching device oscillations during 

firing is necessary for the design of precise and 

efficient rocket-launching device systems, especially 

in the case of unguided rockets. 

     In order to meet the following requirements: 

computation of the oscillation parameters of a 

launching device during firing and estimation of the 

influence of these parameters on the rocket’s flight, 

this study presents a general mathematical model for 

the calculus of oscillations during rocket launching. 
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Fig.1 The components of the rocket-launching 

device system 

     We consider that the launching device with the 

moving rocket form an oscillating system, described 

by an assemble of the rigid bodies (fig.1) bound 

together by elastic elements, having as main 

components: the vehicle chassis (upon which is laid 

the launching device’s basis with the revolving 

support of the mechanisms), the tilting platform 

(with the containers for the rockets) and the rockets 

(including the moving rocket). 

     To be able to approach the real analyzed 

phenomenon, we took into consideration all forces 

and moments that act upon the rocket-launching 

device system during firing. 

     The mathematical model consists of a nonlinear 

differential equations system with variable 

coefficients. This model can be used for the study of 

every launching device that resembles the one 

presented in fig. 1. This model allows the calculus of 

oscillations during firing, the evaluation of 

dynamical stability and a more accurate calculus of 

movement parameters for the launched rocket.  

  

 

2 System of axes and position variables 
The system of axes and the variables that define the 

position and movement of the launching device are 

chosen so that they do not limit the generality of the 

studied problem and as to lead to the equations that, 

with the appropriate transformations and 

simplifications, can be integrated by well known 

methods. 

     The movement of the whole system is related to a 

fixed system of axes “bound up with the 
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ground”, TTTT zyxO , TO  is considered to be on the 

same vertical line with the chassis’ centre of masse, 

and contained in the longitudinal axial plane of the 

chassis. 

     In the chassis’ centre of masse, SO , we consider 

the “bound up with the chassis” system of axes 

SSSS zyxO  (fig.2) which describes the whole 

vehicle chassis’ movements (the translation Sz  on 

the vertical direction and the rotations xγ  and yγ ). 

The translations Sx  and Sy  as the rotation zγ  are 

considered small and can be neglected.  

 

Fig. 2 The systems of axes describing the chassis 

movement 

     The bound between the chassis and the tilting 

platform is accomplished by a revolving support, 

considered integrated part of the chassis (it has the 

same movement as the chassis). In the centre of the 

revolving support, ΠO , we considered a “bound up 

with the revolving support” system of axes, 

ΠΠΠΠ zyxO . This system is obtained by rotation in 

horizontal plan with the direction angle 0Hϕ  around 

the axis SSzO  of the chassis system of axes. 

     On the revolving support there is an important 

point for the system’s kinematics, the point ηO , 

which represents the point where the axle collar of 

the tilting platform passes through the longitudinal 

plan of the launching device. The point ηO  

represents the origin of the “bound up with the axle 

collar of the tilting platform” system of axes, 

ηηηη zyxO  (fig. 3). The initial position of the 

system is obtained by rotating the tilting platform in 

the vertical plan with the angle 0Vϕ . During firing, 

the moving rocket forces and moments impose on 

the tilting platform two rotations: zϕ  and yϕ  (the 

rotation xϕ  around the longitudinal axes is 

neglected having smaller values than the others two 

rotations).  

  

Fig. 3 The systems of axes defining the tilting 

platform movement 

     In the tilting platform’s centre of masse, BO , is 

considered the “bound up with the tilting platform” 

system of axes, BBBB zyxO  (fig. 3), with the axis 

parallel with  ηηηη zyxO . 

     During launching the rocket is submitted to a 

slow rotation movement, β&  ( β≡βx ), aiming to 

accomplish a corresponding firing accuracy. 

Without limiting the generality of the study, we 

considered the initial angle 00 =β . Until leaving 

the launching device, the rocket accomplishes a 

translation movement s  in relation to the tilting 

platform. The rocket’s centre of masse is considered 

the origin of the “bound up with the rocket” system 

of axes RRRR zyxO (see fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4 The rocket systems of axes  

     In the study of the system composed of the 

vehicle chassis, the tilting platform and the moving 

rocket, we consider 6 position variables (they 

describe entirely the system movement): the vehicle 

chassis translation „ Sz ”, the vehicle chassis rotation 

„ yγ ” (the chassis pitch movement), the vehicle 

chassis rotation „ xγ ” (the chassis rolling 

movement), the tilting platform rotation „ zϕ ” (the 

gyration movement around the vertical axes), the 
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tilting platform rotation „ yϕ ” (the pitch movement) 

and the rocket translation „ s ”. 

 

 

3   Forces and moments 
We will consider separately each component of the 

system: the rocket, the tilting platform and the 

vehicle chassis in order to highlight the exterior and 

interior forces that act on each one of them. 

 

3.1 Forces and moments acting on the 

rocket  
Upon the rocket act the following forces and 

moments: the rocket thrust T  oriented along the 

RR xO  axis, the rocket weight, RG  and the 

connections forces and moments (see fig. 5).  

     The connection forces (including the friction 

forces) act on the entire contact surface between the 

rocket and the guiding tube. In order to reduce the 

complexity of the calculus, but without limiting the 

studied problem generality, these forces will be 

reduced to resulting forces and moments in the 

rocket centre of masse. 
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Fig. 5 The rocket forces and moments  

     The connection force between the rocket and the 

tilting platform, RF  (force of reaction) has, in the 

rocket transversal plan, the components RyF  and 

RzF  (forces of reactions between the rocket and the 

tilting platform), and the component RxF  oriented 

along the RR xO  axis that consists in the 

withholding force retF . This acts upon the rocket 

until the thrust overcomes the withholding force (the 

withholding force keeps the rocket from moving 

until the rocket thrust attains a certain imposed 

value). Additionally, the friction force fF  acts 

between the rocket and the tilting platform. 

     The connection moment between the rocket and 

the tilting platform, RM (the moment of reaction of 

the tilting platform on the moving rocket) is given in 

relation with the rocket centre of masse, having the 

components RxM , RyM  and RzM  in the rocket 

system of axes RRRR zyxO . 

 

 

3.2 Forces and moments acting on the tilting 

platform 
In this paragraph we will describe the forces and the 

moments acting on the tilting platform: the weight, 

BG , the connection forces and the moments, 

between the tilting platform and the rocket and the 

same forces and moments operating between the 

tilting platform and the chassis through the axle 

collar of the tilting platform (fig. 6). 
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 Fig. 6 Tilting platform forces and moments  

     The connection force between the tilting platform 

and the rocket is given by the relation: 

jet
i

RiRRb FFFF −−−= ∑ ,               (1) 

where RF  is the force of reaction of the lunching rocket 

on the tilting platform, RiF  are the additional forces that 

act on the tilting platform, forces of the rockets that are 

in the container and lead to an increase of the tilting 

platform weight and jetF , the force of the rocket jet. 

     Similarly, the moment of reaction between the 

tilting platform and the rocket, RbM , is written: 

 
. FlFl          

Fl

jetBQ
i

Rii0BR

RBR
i

RiRRb

×−×−

−×−−−=

∑

∑MMM

   (2) 

     The connection forces and moments between the 

tilting platform and the vehicle chassis are: ΠR , the 

force of reaction on the tilting platform, with the 

application point in the ηO , ηM , the moment of 

reaction on the tilting platform of the vehicle chassis 

with the same application point having the 
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components xηM , yηM  and zηM  in the tilting 

platform system of axes (the last two components 

are the counter-balance moments). 

 

3.3 Forces and moments acting on the 

vehicle chassis 
Furthermore, the forces and moments acting on 

vehicle chassis are: the weight, SG , the connections 

forces and moments between the chassis and the 

tilting platform, ΠR  and ηM  (fig. 7 and fig.8), as 

well as the connection forces between the chassis 

and the ground: 1aF , 2aF  (at the anterior chassis 

axle), 1pF , 2pF  (at the posterior chassis axle). 
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Fig. 7 Vehicle chassis forces and moments  
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Fig. 8 Vehicle chassis forces and moments  

     In this paragraph we have presented two 

categories of forces and moments according to the 

degree of knowledge: known forces and moments 

and unknown forces and moments.  

     The known forces and moments are the forces 

and the moments that can be determined on the basis 

of known parameters like rocket thrust, weight of 
the components, vertical components of the connection 

forces (between the vehicle chassis and the ground) and 

the components of the tilting platform-chassis 

connection moment.  
     The unknown forces and moments are to be 

determined on the basis of the motion equations 

components: the rocket-tilting platform connection 

moments and tilting platform-vehicle chassis, 

horizontal components of the chassis-ground 

connection forces. 

     Knowing the forces and moments that act on the 

rocket-launching device system we will be able to 

determine the general dynamic equations that 

describe the movement of this system during 

launching. 

 

 

4 General dynamic equations of the 

rocket-launching device system 
In the rocket-launching device system  there are 6 

characteristic points (fig. 5): TO (the fixed point 

bound up with the ground), SO  (the vehicle chassis 

centre of masse), ΠO  (the centre of masse of the 

revolving support), ηO  (the meeting point between 

the axle collar of the tilting platform and the 

longitudinal plan of the launching device), BO  (the 

tilting platform centre of masse) and RO  (the 

moving rocket centre of masse). 
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Fig. 9 The calculus diagram for the rocket-launching 

device system 

     In our study, the moving rocket system of axes 

moves in relation to the tilting platform system of 

axes, whereas the last one moves in relation to the 

chassis system of axes which has the ground system 

of axes as a reference system (fixed coordinate 

system).  

     Therefore, in this case, seeing the complexity of 

the considered model, it is necessary to express the 

velocity and the acceleration for the rigid body 

motion having as a reference the mobile systems of 

axes (fig. 10) [2]: 

332211321M rrrvvvv ×ω+×ω+×ω+++=        (3) 
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Fig. 10 General systems of axes  

     Moreover, it was deemed necessary to establish 

the translations and rotations relative motions of the 

coordinate systems for all the rocket-launching 

device system components.  

     On the basis of the data presented before and 

using the fundamental theories of the solid 

mechanics (pulse theorem, etc.) we can determine 

the vectorial equations that describe the movement 

of the centre of masse and therefore the movement 

around it [1]. 

a) Equations at the moving rocket level  

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ;  l  M2 lM2l  M

sM2lMlM

l MsM2lM

lMzMFGTsM

RRRRRR

R
2

RRRR

SRRR
2

SRR

SRRSRRRR

ηηη

ηη

γϕ−ϕγ+ϕϕ−

−×ϕ−ϕ+×ϕ−

−γγ−×γ−γ+

+×γ−−++=

&&&&&&

&&&&&

&&&&&

&&&&&&

 (5) 

( ) RRRRRR M=ωτ×ω+ωτ & ;                 (6) 

b) Equations at the tilting platform level 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ; l  M2 lM2

l  MlM

lMl  MlM

lMzMRGF0

BBBB

BB
2

BB

BBSBB
2

SBB

SBBSBBRb
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η

Π

γϕ−ϕγ+

+ϕϕ−ϕ+

+×ϕ−γγ−γ+

+×γ−−++=

&&&&

&&&

&&&&&

&&&&

    (7) 

( ) ηΠη ++×=ωτ×ω+ωτ MMRbBBBBBB Rl& ; (8) 

c) Equations at the vehicle chassis level 

;FFFFRGzM 2p1p2a1aSSS ++++−=⋅ Π
&&      (9) 

( )

, FlFl

FlFl
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M

&

         (10) 

where:  

- Rτ  is the tensor of the rocket moment of inertia in 

relation to the rocket system of axes RRRR zyxO  

( RR xO is a symmetrical axis for the rocket),  
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R

J00
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00J

;            (11) 

- RxJ , RyJ , RzJ  are the rockets moments of inertia; 

the transversal moments of inertia are equal as a 

result of the rocket symmetry: 

JJJ RzRy == ;            (12) 

- Rω  is the angular velocity of the rocket system of 

axes, RRRR zyxO , in relation to the ground system 

of axes, TTTT zyxO , given by the relation: 

 β+ϕ+γ=ω &&&
R ;           (13) 

- Bτ  is the tensor of the tilting platform moments of 

inertia in relation to the tilting platform system of 

axes BBBB zyxO , described by the relation:  
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;  (14) 

- Bω  is the angular velocity of the tilting platform 

system of axes, BBBB zyxO , in relation to the 

ground system, TTTT zyxO : 

ϕ+γ=ω &&
B ;              (15) 

- Sτ  is the tensor of the chassis moments of inertia 

in relation to the vehicle chassis system SSSS zyxO ,  
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S
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;           (16) 

- Sω  is the angular velocity of the vehicle chassis 

system, SSSS zyxO , in relation to the ground system, 

TTTT zyxO , 

γ=ω &
S .        (17) 

     The components yηM  and zηM  of the tilting 

platform and the vehicle chassis connection 

moment, is given by the counter-balance moment on 

the tilting platform level, and have the expression: 
2

yyvy
2

yyey0yy lKlK ϕηϕηηη ϕ−ϕ−= &MM ,   (18) 

2

zzvz
2

zzez0zz lKlK ϕηϕηηη ϕ−ϕ−= &MM ,     (19) 

where: 
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- 0yηM , 0zηM  are the static connection moments 

between the tilting platform and the chassis,  

- 
yeKη  and 

zeKη  are the elastic coefficients of the 

balancing system at the tilting platform level for the 

axes ηηΟ y  and ηηΟ z ; 

- 
zvKη  and 

yvKη  are the viscous friction 

coefficients of the balancing system at the tilting 

platform level for the axes ηηΟ y  and ηηΟ z ; 

- 
y

lϕ  and 
z

lϕ  are the characteristic lengths for the 

rotation angles yϕ  and zϕ . 

     The system presented before, formed from 6 

vectorial equations (5) - (10) (in the general case it 

contains 18 scalar equations) and 4 independent 

vectorial unknown variables Sz , s , γ  and ϕ  

(therefore 6 independent scalar unknown variables 

Sz , xγ , yγ , yϕ , zϕ  and s ). In order to calculate 

these parameters only 6 scalar equations are 

necessary. The other 12 scalar equations are used to 

determine the connection forces and moments: RF (2 

unknown variables), RM  (3 unknown variables), 

ΠR  (3 unknown variables), ηM (1 unknown 

variable), 1pF  and 2pF  (3 unknown variables). 

 

 

4   Conclusion 
The solving of the 18 scalar equations demands the 

writing of all the vector (including forces and 

moments) expressions in the convenient systems of 

reference using the transformation matrices in order 

to switch from one system to another. 

     The 6 scalar equations are necessary to calculate 

the 6 unknown variables that describe the movement 

of the rocket-launching device system during firing 

Sz , xγ , yγ , yϕ , zϕ  and s , while the other 12 scalar 

equations allow to compute the evolutions of the 

connection forces and moments RyF , RzF , RxM , 

RyM , RzM , xRΠ , yRΠ , zRΠ , xηM , x1pF , 

x2pF and pyF . Using the expression of these forces 

and moments in the firsts 6 equations we obtain a 

system of 6 nonlinear differential second order 

equations with variable coefficients. 

     The numerical solving of this system amounts to 

obtaining the oscillations of the rocket-launching 

device system during the firing and the evaluation of 

the dynamic stability. Computing the rocket-

launching device system’s position variables ( Sz , 

xγ , yγ , yϕ , zϕ  and s ) is useful to estimate the 

influence of the disturbances on the firing accuracy 

at the moment of launching.  
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